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Abstract
The ongoing MadeIn4 European project purpose consists in developing new Industry 4.0 metrology
approaches driven by predictive in line control requirements and this at the frontier between academic
studies and industrial world. LTM academic lab has a strong expertise in innovative metrology and leads the
use of the advances characterization modules of the IMPACT platform, a unique metrology tool set based on
versatile and powerful hybrid Lab techniques implemented on an Inline 300mm platform. LTM contributions
in MadeIn4 are in line with Booster 1: Increase Knowledge and Robustness and Booster 2: Go Faster. This
close collaboration with STMicrolelectronics addresses three tasks. First one concerns the Hybridation
between XPS (IMPACT modules) and several optical techniques (Ellipsometry and Raman IMPACT module)
for ultra-thin film metrology. Second tasks address the Robustness improvement of metrology standards
accuracy through CD-SAXS measurements in partnership with LETI with an Artificial Intelligence based
approach. Finally, last task targets the development of an innovative strategy for fast critical errors detections
in large surfaces 3D patterns by Ellipsometry / Polarimetry IMPACT modules using a very fast model less
approach. This last task will be detailed in this communication.
Metrology tools are known to exhibit high sensitivity in order to measure small changes in properties or
morphologies of materials used in industrial processes. Among these tools; Ellipsometry and Scatterometry
are optical equipments that are widely used for refractive index measurements and morphological analysis of
stacked patterned layers that are deposited during the fabrication flows in microelectronic. Accuracy and
reproducibility of the measurements are mandatory for the metrology control of a process, accuracy fulfilled
thanks to the elaboration of an accurate model. The time cost of this metrology step is controlled by the
development of this accurate model and by the time needed for the inverse problem solving that supplies to
engineers the required metrics. Conversely metrology steps are slow especially if compared to defectivity
techniques that are dedicated to fast defects detection in large number of dices or on full wafers surface
during the process flow. However, defectivity tools are less sensitive than metrology tools and may ignore
process deviation that only metrology will detect.
In this work LTM presents a new approach for process deviation control by using metrology ellipsometers but
in a defectivity way: no models and a fast deviation detection. These actions in MadeIn4 are in line with
Booster 2: Smart use of data to improve the over-all productivity. This innovative strategy requires a model
less approach to go faster, an automatic treatment of ellipsometry measurements that are acquired using a

raster scanning of large wafer surfaces (compared to the surface of traditional metrology dies) in order to
generate images or stacked ellipsometry signatures at metrology die level and the classification or dimension
prediction by deep learning algorithms. Finally, the process deviation detection or dimension prediction using
this approach is benchmarked to defectivity measurements or to conventional metrology steps.
The presented results will demonstrate the augmented process deviation detection using this strategy
compared to a conventional defectivity approach or to a conventional metrology approach.
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Abstract
In the speech, we explain the aim and the application of a modelling methodology for the cross topic of the
Maintenance and Quality control of the plant associated with energy efficiency and thermohygrometric
comfort of the industrial buildings, summarizing the achievements obtained and the ongoing tasks as
contribution in the overall MADEin4 programme. Indeed, CRF has been designing and developing a digital
twin enabling the energy analysis to identify some useful maintenance or energy improvement interventions.
The model, once that is completed, will allow to find and test the best solutions targeting the energy
performance of the industrial buildings in their obsolete parts and consequently to reduce energy
consumption and to improve of the indoor air quality for a better working condition of the involved work force.
The whole methodology is divided into the sections of modelling and energy analysis as follows:
- Development and test of Building Energy Management (BEM) methodology to estimate the building
consumption. This methodological development has been achieved incrementally: just considering the
structural parts of the buildings in the initial activity, and by integrating the PEM (Process Energy
Management) data, in a subsequent refinement stage, to get the comprehensive model.
- Energy simulations to evaluate the best efficiency solution in order to reduce the consumption and to
improve energy performance for a well-designed maintenance and to increase the quality of the building.
The current condition about the energy management of the factory shows greater control over the process
but little attention to the energy consumed by the buildings and their maintenance and optimization. In
particular, it is possible to observe:
- Lack of knowledge of the thermal behavior of the industrial buildings.
- Low diffusion of a common reference methodology for energy analysis.
- Lack of a tool to analyze in an objective way interventions on the buildings of the plant.
In this scenario the BEM+PEM methodology represents a solution for a better knowledge and control of the
energy condition of an industrial building for different important factors, such as the possibility to identify the
best solutions of maintenance, revamping and reduction of energy consumption, and because it allows the
adoption of innovative analytics, enabling for instance the predictive quality control of working areas indoor
temperatures, to the benefit and the well-being of the involved workers.
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Abstract
As humans, we collaborate naturally. This makes us more efficient and effective.
Machines don’t have this collaboration ability. By imitating the part of the human brain in charge of
collaboration, we have developed a Collaborative Social AI platform that applies collaboration skills to robots.
The platform implements innovative AI techniques including BDI mental model for Social Behavior. This
enables robots to be aware of, communicate and cooperate with each other and humans autonomously.
The Collaborative Social AI is a plugin that can be put into any existing system or type of robot. It makes
organizations that use multiple robots in their production line to be more efficient, human friendly, save time,
save money.
In this talk, we will show how the Collaborative Social AI was implemented within commercial applications
and will present empirical evidence of its effectiveness in deploying robust multi-robot systems, with rapid
setup and development, faster production, and significantly lowered costs.
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